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Recent events have shown the immense impact of climate hazards and the need to act now



Climate change is affecting us all 
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In 2021, British 
Columbia 
experienced its 
worst wildfire 
season since the 
record-shattering 
devastating 
season in 2018

SOURCE: NEW YORK TIMES



The science is clear: to avoid catastrophic climate change we need to keep global 
average temperature rise to 1.5°C

SOURCE: UNITED NATIONS



Importance of urban climate action: Over half of the 
world’s population now lives in cities



Cities: Global and Powerful

70%
Global CO2 
emissions

80%
Global GDP 

generated in cites

55%
Global population

2/3
Global energy 

consumed

90%
Urban expansion in 

developing countries near 
hazard-prone areas



AFRICA: ABIDJAN – ACCRA – ADDIS ABABA – CAPE TOWN – DAKAR – DAR ES SALAAM – DURBAN (ETHEKWINI) – EKURHULENI – FREETOWN – JOHANNESBURG – LAGOS – NAIROBI – TSHWANE | CENTRAL EAST ASIA: BEIJING 
CHENGDU – DALIAN – FUZHOU – GUANGZHOU – HANGZHOU – HONG KONG – NANJING – SHANGHAI – SHENZEN – QINGDAO – WUHAN – ZHENJIANG | EAST, SOUTHEAST ASIA & OCEANIA: AUCKLAND – BANGKOK – HANOI 

HO CHI MINH CITY – JAKARTA – KUALA LUMPUR – MELBOURNE – QUEZON CITY – SEOUL – SINGAPORE – SYDNEY – TOKYO – YOKOHAMA | EUROPE: AMSTERDAM – ATHENS – BARCELONA – BERLIN – COPENHAGEN – HEIDELBERG 
ISTANBUL – LISBON – LONDON – MADRID – MILAN – MOSCOW – OSLO – PARIS – ROME – ROTTERDAM – STOCKHOLM – TEL AVIV – VENICE – WARSAW | LATIN AMERICA: BOGOTÁ – BUENOS AIRES – CURITIBA – GUADALAJARA – LIMA MEDELLÍN – MEXICO CITY – RIO DE JANEIRO – SALVADOR – SÃO 

PAULO – SANTIAGO – QUITO | NORTH AMERICA: AUSTIN – BOSTON – CHICAGO – HOUSTON – LOS ANGELES – MIAMI – MONTRÉAL – NEW ORLEANS – NEW YORK 
PHILADELPHIA – PHOENIX – PORTLAND – SAN FRANCISCO – SEATTLE – TORONTO – VANCOUVER – WASHINGTON DC | SOUTH & WEST ASIA: AMMAN – BENGALURU – CHENNAI – DELHI – DHAKA – DUBAI – KARACHI – KOLKATA – MUMBAI 

The C40 Cities Network
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Mayors are demonstrating leadership in the fight against climate breakdown



In the context of national government inaction

SOURCE: CLIMATE ACTION TRACKER



COP26: Our last 
best chance to avert 

a climate crisis



Countries brought big promises to COP26. Cities brought actions.



New pledges and targets made at COP26 are woefully inadequate.
The science is clear, we’re running out of time.

Trajectory if all short and long-
term targets are implemented 

1 .5°C emissions reduction 
pathway that science demands



COP26: Cities Act on Climate While Nations Delay
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1049 cities and local governments joined the 
Cities Race to Zero

An unprecedented 
coalition of cities 

committed to limiting 
global temperature rise to 

1.5℃ and implementing 
inclusive and resilient 

climate action.

PHOTO SOURCE: GETTY IMAGES



A coalition of international 
investors signed a 

commitment with C40’s Zero 
Emissions Bus Rapid 

Accelerator to invest more 
than $1 billion U.S. dollars in 

zero-emission public bus 
fleets in Latin America.

PHOTO SOURCE: INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT

New $1 billion dollar commitment from investors to 
deliver zero-emission buses in Latin America



C40 launched a new coalition of cities and construction sector companies 
Committed to tackling emissions from the global construction sector.

The new Clean Construction Action 
Coalition targets a crucial but 

fragmented sector representing 
almost a quarter (23%) of global GHG 
emissions and consuming over half 

of all extracted global resources. 

Only joint actions from cities, 
industry and workers will halve 
emissions from the global built 

environment sector by 2030 to limit 
global warming to 1.5 degrees.

PHOTO SOURCE: BBC



World’s first transpacific green shipping corridor between ports in the United States and China 
announced by C40 Cities, the Port of Los Angeles and the Port of Shanghai

PHOTO  PORT OF LOS ANAGELES

Key goals of the partnership 
include:

• The phasing in of low, 
ultra-low, and zero-
carbon fueled ships 
through the 2020s

• The development of best 
management 
practices to help reduce 
emissions and improve 
efficiency

• Reducing supply chain 
emissions from port 
operations



Deadline 2020: A pathway to 1.5°C

Deadline 2020 is the first pathway to achieve the 
goals of the Paris Agreement.

It determines that C40 cities need to peak 
emissions in 2020, halve emissions by 2030 and 
reach net zero by 2050. 



Energy

WindShare ExPlan turbine in Toronto, Canada



Buildings

Construction in Oslo, Norway



Waste

Recycling facility in San Francisco, California



Light rail network, Addis Ababa

Transportation



Climate budgeting: embedding climate consideration
into all aspects of city decision-making

A climate budget is a systematic 
approach or governance system 

that ensures the carbon budget, or 
long-term emissions reduction 

target, is integrated into a city’s 
daily operations and policies.

Solving the climate crisis requires 
change across our entire political, 
economic and social systems. This 
means that a ‘whole of 
government’ approach is needed.



Divestment 
from fossil 

fuels: 
cities spur 

global 
action



Ensuring bold climate action is equitable and beneficial for all



Lessons from 
Toronto



Lessons from Toronto



The voices of youth, civil society and indigenous groups are imperative 
to ensure increased government action



These inspiring stories of city action should give us hope in the fight against climate change



C40 Centre for Urban Climate Policy and Economy

The vision of the C40 Centre is to produce 
timely, evidence-based research
which drives the urban climate agenda 
towards an equitable and resilient 

world well under 1.5°C.

It will empower mayors, policymakers 
and urban practitioners, with analysis, 

language, policies and examples of 
concrete actions that reinvent and 

reinvigorate the idea of effective, 
purposeful government-led action.



Thank You.


